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The Brodsky Quartet took their name from the great Russian violinist Adolf Brodsky, the dedicatee of 
Tchaikovsky’s violin concerto and a passionate chamber musician. Since forming in 1972, the Quartet 
have performed over 3,000 concerts on the major stages of the world and have released more than 60 
recordings. A natural curiosity and an insatiable desire to explore has propelled the group in a number of 
artistic directions and continues to ensure them not only a prominent presence on the international chamber 
music scene, but also a rich and varied musical existence. Their energy and craftsmanship have attracted 
numerous awards and accolades worldwide, while their ongoing educational work provides a vehicle to pass 
on experience and stay in touch with the next generation.

Throughout their career, the Brodsky Quartet have enjoyed a busy international performing schedule, and 
have extensively toured major festivals and venues throughout Australasia, North and South America, Asia, 
South Africa and Europe, as well as in the UK, where they are based. Over the years, they have undertaken 
numerous performances of the complete cycles of quartets by Schubert, Beethoven, Tchaikovsky, Britten, 
Schoenberg, Zemlinsky, Webern and Bartok. However, it is the complete Shostakovich Cycle that has now 
become synonymous with their name: their 2012 London performance of the cycle resulted in their taking 
the prestigious title ‘Artistic Associate’ at London’s Kings Place and, in 2016, Chandos released their second 
recording of the cycle, this time live from the Muziekgebouw, Amsterdam.

The Brodsky Quartet have always had a busy recording career and have received many awards for their 
recordings, as well as a Royal Philharmonic Society Award for their outstanding contribution to innovation in 
programming. The quartet’s members have taught at many international chamber music courses and have 
held residencies in several music institutes.
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SHOSTAKOVICH: THE COMPLETE STRING QUARTETS

One of the most rewarding aspects of performing this cycle is the way in which it seems to pan out 
so naturally and perfectly. Knowing Shostakovich had intended to write 24 quartets, one in every key, 
but ended up with these 15, thereby creating a unique musical journey that feels predestined and all 
encompassing makes one think there really must be a greater force at work.  
– Paul Cassidy

PROGRAM ONE
Fri 17 Feb, 8.30pm

String Quartet No. 1 in C major, Op. 49 (1938)
String Quartet No. 2 in A major, Op. 68 (1944)
String Quartet No. 3 in F major, Op. 73 (1946)

The first three Shostakovich quartets make for an amazing musical journey in themselves. The First, 
originally entitled ‘Spring’ by the composer and written just after the birth of his son, contains music of 
the utmost simplicity. The work is quite short and never strays too far from the home key of C major. In 
the first movement, everything is tentative and childlike – calling to mind the first steps of a child, his 
simple toys and games. Movement two is a plaintive set of variations on a folksong very wisely entrusted 
to the viola. Movements three and four are like a set of snow scenes. The third has a gorgeous carousel-
like middle section in the major, and the fourth flies along at breakneck speed, almost tripping over itself 
in its joie de vivre.  

Where one could sense that Shostakovich reverentially ‘doffs the cap’ to Beethoven in the First Quartet, 
in the Second he is clearly saying, to himself and the musical world: ‘In case you thought I couldn’t write 
a string quartet, get a load of this!’ In this virtuosic tour de force, rules get tossed aside, movements are 
given unusual titles and invention is apparent on a grand scale. The Overture launches straight into a 
very strident and unrelenting outburst that lasts all of 164 bars before finally allowing room for a breath. 
The second movement is an absolutely glorious Recitative and Romance for the first violin. The centrally 
placed Romance starts out on an intimate note then reaches a hugely emotional climax before returning 
to the Recitative, managing somehow to sit comfortably between the baroque and jazz. Movement  
three is a fiendish, hair-raising, and ghostly Waltz, and the finale an ingenious set of Variations on a 
simple folksong, which magically and almost imperceptibly get faster and faster until they crash into  
a mighty coda.  

In the famous Third Quartet, a more self-assured Shostakovich has no more need for reverence or 
showing off. From the very first note he is engaging with the world in his own, unmistakable voice. The 
first movement is a rare example of Shostakovich indulging his innate and infectious sense of humour 
from start to finish. Movement two always puts me in mind of people being forced to enjoy a waltz 
because someone is expected at the dance. When that person turns up, the explosive release of energy 
in the scherzo is palpable and this memorable section leaves performers and listeners breathless. The 
slow movement is a powerful funeral march that moves without a break into the last movement, a gently 
lilting yet extremely elusive affair where the mood is unsettled. As we retrace our steps, revisiting the 
musical landscapes we have just left – but in reverse order, a trick Shostakovich often plays – we arrive 
again at the opening music.
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PROGRAM TWO
Sat 18 Feb, 2.30pm

Quartet No. 6 in G major, Op. 101 (1956)
Quartet No. 4 in D major, Op. 83 (1949)
Quartet No. 5 in B flat major, Op. 92 (1952)

A lot had happened to Shostakovich prior to the Sixth Quartet: the deaths of both Stalin and Prokofiev, 
of his wife and mother, before he himself fell dangerously ill. Amazingly, out of all this comes the most 
melodic of all his quartets. The first movement is uncommonly carefree and optimistic – featuring two 
contrasting subjects that come together to create a coda full of love, a snapshot that closes each of the 
four movements. The ensuing waltz is happy and reassuring while the passacaglia that follows is very 
gentle, understated and short-lived. I absolutely love the opening of the last movement; its innocence 
and naivety are almost unbearable. This entire work remains, for the most part, untroubled – seemingly 
bumbling along, happy-go-lucky; a brief glimpse of how life could be.

The premiere of the Fourth Quartet was delayed until after Stalin’s death in 1953. Shostakovich’s fear 
was undoubtedly related to the abundant use of Jewish folk music. The work has everything – grand 
sweeping gestures, intimacy, wit, beauty, sadness. The first movement is an open, pastoral affair, and 
though clearly Eastern in flavour, has an American feel too. Movement two is a sad, nostalgic song in the 
style of a waltz, but one where the characteristic 2,3 accompaniment figure has been switched to 1,2. 
The third movement has all the makings of a simple scherzo but the slow tempo marking and extreme 
chromaticism point to something more sinister and complex. It merges into the last movement by way of 
a short lament on the viola. A sudden thigh slap and we take to the dance floor – but what sort of dance 
is this? Jewish music has that knack of sounding sad and mournful even when it is relatively happy. 
There follows an amazingly triumphant, extended celebration of the survival of the human spirit, after 
which the cello takes up the dance again. The music subsequently becomes increasingly introverted and 
distant, until it disappears altogether. 

The Fifth Quartet is a monument of a piece, on a truly symphonic scale. I believe Shostakovich had a 
particular fondness for this one, and though it was dedicated and presented to the Beethoven String 
Quartet to mark their 30th anniversary, there is no doubt he also had his mind on a certain Galina 
Ustvolskaya, a student of his and someone for whom his feelings went beyond the professional. The 
work opens in a nonchalant manner before suddenly exploding into life with an intoxicating energy, one 
lovely theme following another. Excitement comes and goes until we reach a magnificent climax – the 
juxtaposition of the opening against a quote from Galina’s Clarinet Trio. This quote is heard again in 
the incredible coda, the first violin – somewhat strangled by the mute – singing it out over an almost 
Hawaiian accompaniment, soaring ever higher till it emits a stifled high F scream of frustration. This 
climax leads us into one of the most extraordinary landscapes in music – otherworldly and so tender and 
loving, like a vision of perfection. The final movement is a charming waltz that does its best to remain 
simple and uncomplicated, but external influences make it difficult – the stormy climax finds Dmitri and 
Galina together, but not. A cleverly disguised, chromatic version of Galina’s theme continues to torment 
proceedings until it finally resolves into the most heavenly version of the opening material, bringing this 
masterpiece to a conclusion.
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PROGRAM THREE
Sat 18 Feb, 7.30pm

Quartet No. 7 in F sharp minor, Op. 108 (1960)
Quartet No. 8 in C minor, Op. 110 (1960)
Quartet No. 9 in E flat major, Op. 117 (1964)

The Seventh Quartet – written in memory of Shostakovich’s first wife, Nina – is the shortest of the set 
and interrupts the key pattern of falling thirds from one quartet to the next. It is an apparently simple 
piece, yet the clarity of thought, sparseness of texture and almost Webern-like succinctness make it one 
of the most elusive. The first movement, with its famous three-note motif, wavers between light-hearted 
and dark, lightweight and scary. The somewhat understated Lento leads us to a wild scherzo, which is 
spectacularly fast even by Shostakovich’s standards. This transforms itself quite abruptly into one of 
Shostakovich’s characteristic ghostly waltzes, yet the movement ends on an ultimately optimistic note.  

The Eighth Quartet is, by the composer’s own admission, his most personal and intimate work – his 
very own epitaph. Dedicated to the victims of fascism and war, it can be quite overwhelming to both 
performers and listeners. The composer had finally been coerced into joining the Party that he so hated 
and was known to be contemplating suicide. The five-movement structure has at its centre a deeply 
unsettling and sardonic waltz, flanked by a manic scherzo and a heartbreaking slow movement in which 
Shostakovich’s four-note signature comes up against the three-note figure that pervaded his entire life. 
The central section of this Largo is a tearful funeral dirge that dissipates into a heavenly voice offering 
potential escape. The three core movements are bookended by very similar music that nevertheless 
manages to convey very different emotions. The person, who starts out on life’s journey at the beginning 
of the work, though sad, still has a tangible life-force. In the concluding movement, that same person has 
become so world-weary that very little strength remains. Indeed, I would suggest that the skeletal music 
towards the end signals his demise. Our only sign of hope is that in the final bars the traveller seems to 
have found some peace.  

The Ninth Quartet is one of the most exhilarating of the whole cycle. Dedicated to his third wife, 
Shostakovich selects that most warm and sunny of keys, E flat major. Following understated murmuring, 
an irresistible forward momentum is generated, which persists through the work and brings us to one 
of the most uplifting of all endings: the five movements are monothematic and played without a break. 
The somewhat whimsical first movement leads into a darker Adagio, which moves seamlessly (with a 
little help from William Tell!) into a wonderfully capricious scherzo. The hypnotic effect of the ensuing 
slow movement is interrupted by cadenzas that culminate in a dramatic pizzicato version of the theme. 
The hypnosis is brought to an abrupt end by one of the great finales of the string quartet literature. The 
second violin arguably gets the best bit when, near the end, it plays the murmuring, legato quavers of 
the opening, now both triumphant and détaché: such a simple change yet almost unbearably stirring – 
but then, that is genius! 



PROGRAM FOUR 
Sun 19 Feb, 2.30pm

Quartet No. 11 in F minor, Op. 122 (1966)
Quartet No. 12 in D flat major, Op. 133 (1968)
Quartet No. 13 in B flat minor, Op. 138 (1970)
Quartet No. 14 in F sharp major, Op. 142 (1973)

This Eleventh Quartet is the first Shostakovich quartet we learnt together, back in 1972. Despite its seven 
linked movements, the work is quite short. The music is incredibly direct, the textures extremely sparse 
and there is an overwhelming feeling of isolation and loss, yet Shostakovich still manages to portray the 
quirky, humorous character of his deceased musician friend Vasily Shirinsky, in whose memory it was 
written. The gentle Introduction soon finds itself in an unusual Scherzo. Though full of humour, this is very 
understated, unlike the brash interruption of the Recitative. Two tongue-in-cheek movements follow – an 
Etude in which the first violin and cello get a much-needed workout, and a Humoresque in which three 
players get serious only to have the second violin poke fun at them, masquerading as a cuckoo. Suddenly 
this lovable figure is taken away from us and we find ourselves in the very moving Elegy, which in turn 
dissolves into a Finale. Here, we revisit the characters of the earlier movements, as if in a dream. 

Shostakovich had a love of numbers, so it is no coincidence that he explores 12-tone music in his  
Twelfth Quartet. I always find this quartet the most Beethoven-like. Over beautifully lyrical accompanying 
quavers, the broad themes of the first movement fight for supremacy, interrupted occasionally by a 
macabre waltz. The low-key nature acts almost as a prelude to the monumental movement that is to 
follow. Shostakovich is unbeatable at conveying vastness; I cannot tell you how exciting it is to hear  
and play the trills that herald this symphonic landscape. A dark Adagio section tries to overpower 
proceedings but the first violin has us clinging on to life by way of a chilling pizzicato line that culminates 
in a defiant cadenza. Everyone joins in the fight but the darkness soon descends again – short-lived  
on this occasion as the music from the opening movement is recalled. We finish in an optimistic and 
triumphant mood (one of only four of the quartets to finish in an upbeat manner).  

In his Thirteenth Quartet Shostakovich uses the particular timbre of the viola to portray a truly tortured 
soul. The opening music is mostly private, only occasionally crying out in distress – even the quasi-jazzy 
central section is short-lived and comes across more like a hazy memory than a real escape. Soon we are 
dragged back inside this troubled mind, in which we become more and more isolated and frustrated, the 
experience culminating in a final bone-chilling scream of despair.  

The Fourteenth Quartet possesses a character that remains for me the most elusive to pin down. The 
seemingly skittish first movement is unsettled and changeable, often bursting into little cadenzas that 
feature broken chords. These solo utterances occur again and again throughout the whole work. The 
slow movement is a magnificent love duet between first violin and cello: starting on solitary paths, 
they meet, there is dialogue and tension, before they finally come together in a glorious outpouring of 
emotion. Shostakovich referred to this as his ‘Italian bit’, the cello taking the upper line above the violin, 
the remaining parts supplying their accompaniment pizzicato. In the last movement the first violin carries 
us off on a bit of a romp, but just as this chase shows signs of getting out of control, the cello regains our 
collective composure and the music remains subdued to the end, briefly revisiting that gorgeous ‘Italian 
bit’ and coming to a gentle close. 



PROGRAM FIVE 
Sun 19 Feb, 7.30pm

Quartet No. 10 in A flat major, Op. 118 (1964)
Quartet No. 15 in E flat minor, Op. 144 (1974)

Shostakovich dedicated the Tenth Quartet to his good friend and fellow composer, Mieczysław 
Weinberg. When the two men realised that each had composed nine quartets, they laid a bet as to 
who would get to ten first – no prizes for guessing who won! The first movement ambles along quite 
innocently despite a decidedly eerie presence that creeps up almost unnoticed – a feeling, a shadow or 
a dark cloud. When it finally reveals itself, it turns out to be one of the most terrifying musical monsters 
imaginable – the second movement, Allegretto furioso, is that monster. One is steamrollered by 347 bars 
of unrelenting power and might, and left at the end in a state of shock. On a purely technical level, this 
does not leave the performer in the best place from which to continue with the next movement; literally 
shaking from past exertions, one has to deliver surely one of Shostakovich’s most beautiful passacaglias. 
The nine-bar bass line is repeated eight times, over which the other three lines create little variations. 
How does Shostakovich make something so simple, so sublime? A short coda brings us into the realm of 
the last movement, a very subdued affair, a world drained of hope, energy and excitement. There seems 
to be a constant military presence and everything takes place in a sort of daze.  

I find it extremely difficult to say anything about the Fifteenth Quartet. Any words that I might conjure 
up fall far short of the profundity contained in this towering commentary on life and death. It is, to my 
mind, one of the great religious works in all of music – sitting alongside Haydn’s Seven Last Words on the 
Cross or Mozart’s Requiem. It is a deeply moving experience for performers and listeners alike; we are 
brought to a place of great calm. Whatever terrors, joys, loves or losses present themselves, we seem to 
be suspended both emotionally and in time.

The six movements are played without a break. The Elegy opens with a hypnotic fugue that goes 
nowhere, instead turning into one of my favourite passages in all music, a heavenly theme in C major, 
which also suddenly stops. Whatever occurs, it never lasts long, as if in a dream. The opening screams 
of the Serenade threaten to breathe some fearful life into the scene, but the ensuing waltz is decidedly 
clumsy. The short Intermezzo leads us to the very private Nocturne, marked by an awkward, ghostly 
quaver accompaniment. One gets the feeling that this music is not aimed at anyone in particular, but 
serves as a lament for us all collectively. Our inevitable demise is acknowledged in the ensuing Funeral 
March. The final Epilogue is like a graveside prayer, a brief look back before facing the unknown. The 
trills seem to simultaneously add a sense of nervousness and of calm, the final one allowing us the luxury 
of potential hope. Is that a major or minor ending? Every time I play that extraordinary passage towards 
the end – all four quartet members performing lots of very fast notes together – I cannot help but picture 
Shostakovich on his death bed, crippled with pain yet compelled to write something so horribly time-
consuming. Such devotion is utterly humbling.

© Paul Cassidy 2016



DMITRI SHOSTAKOVICH AND THE SOVIET ERA

The year 1905 began in St Petersburg with a massive strike of over 100,000 workers. The government 
reacted with repressive measures, including banning the right to organised marches, and the workers 
responded by organising a march to petition the Tsar directly. Many were gunned down in the snow 
in front of the Winter Palace on what became known as ‘Bloody Sunday’. The populace was outraged, 
strikes spread across the country and finally the Tsar was forced to accept the institution of a 
constitutional monarchy with elected parliament. The experiment failed – slowly. Economic reforms were 
not followed through, and with the entry of Russia into World War I the privations of the populace grew 
more extreme. A century ago, in 1917, Lenin led the Bolsheviks in a successful second revolution. The first 
Soviet state was founded and the Tsar and his family were executed.

Dmitri Shostakovich was born a year after the events of 1905 and was still a child at the time of the 
revolution, making him of the first generation of Soviet-educated composers. The 21-year-old composer’s 
First Symphony premiered in his hometown of Leningrad (St Petersburg) in 1926. Its introduction to the 
West by Bruno Walter assured Shostakovich of world celebrity, but was also an announcement of the 
optimistic, outward-looking Russia of the immediate post-Revolutionary period. 

The political backdrop to Shostakovich’s early career was the power struggle between Trotsky and Stalin 
after the death of Lenin in 1922. By the early 1930s the ascendancy of Stalin was complete and in 1934 
the purges, or ‘Great Terror’, began in earnest. There were two especially bloody years, which saw the 
imprisonment and murder of Stalin’s principal remaining Party rivals and military commanders as well as 
leading scientists, writers and musicians. 

Despite a spectacularly successful two-year run, Shostakovich’s riotous and explicit opera Lady Macbeth 
of Mtsensk was attacked, after the prudish Stalin finally saw it, in the pages of Pravda in 1936. The 
work was described as ‘chaos instead of music’ and its composer was warned that ‘this could all end 
very badly’ in a review that many commentators believe might well have been written by Stalin himself. 
Shostakovich withdrew his demanding Fourth Symphony, a behemoth of dissonance and irony, before its 
scheduled premiere and the composer, like many of his generation, slept for a time in the hallway of his 
apartment so that the seemingly inevitable arrest would not traumatise his young family.

In his Fifth Symphony Shostakovich produced just what the Party ordered – socialist-realist optimism 
(or did he ?). At its 1937 premiere people wept during the slow movement and stood cheering before the 
finale had concluded. But there were further reversals of fortune. In 1948 Shostakovich was denounced 
a second time, despite having been awarded the Stalin Prize in 1940 and the Order of Lenin in 1946, and 
his Ninth Symphony displeased Stalin in its refusal to use Beethoven’s Ninth as a model to glorify the 
Soviet victory over the Nazis.

The nature of Shostakovich’s relations with the Soviet state is vexed. In 1979, four years after 
Shostakovich’s death, Testimony: Memoirs of Dmitri Shostakovich as related to and edited by Solomon 
Volkov, appeared in English. In it the composer is presented as a secret dissident, encoding specific 
messages of protest against the regime in his music. The veracity of Testimony provoked fierce 
controversy in English-language Shostakovich studies, between those who see it as fraudulent and others 
who take it as gospel. Shostakovich’s son, Maxim, regarded Volkov’s portrait as essentially accurate, 
while stopping short of endorsing the text as his father’s words, and the sick, ageing composer may well 
have tacitly approved a version of his life that would reflect well on him. But while Shostakovich had 
been denounced, he also enjoyed official favour. In 1947 Stalin – who knew the power of art as a political 
weapon and regularly intervened personally in such matters – seems to have seen to it that the composer 
was given a good apartment and a country dacha. During the 1960s Shostakovich would preside over the 
Union of Soviet Composers. 



Perhaps he just wanted to work in peace, but questions remain. The composer was appalled by the brutality and 
bureaucratic absurdities of Soviet life, but if he really were a dissident why didn’t he show the same courage as, 
for example, author Alexander Solzhenitsyn? Was he blackmailed into finally joining the Communist Party in 1960 
– the very time that some measure of liberalism was being introduced? Did he in fact support the denunciation, 
which lists his name among the signatories, of physicist Andrei Sakharov in 1973? Why did he not defect?

In the aftermath of the successful Fifth Symphony, Shostakovich began writing chamber music in earnest, 
producing the First String Quartet in 1938. Intriguingly, though, when, in March 1941, Pravda featured the 
‘magnificent six’ Soviet citizens who had won the inaugural Stalin Prize (personally approved by Stalin) the 
previous year, Shostakovich was cited for neither of these extroverted works, but for his Piano Quintet,  
Op. 57. That introspective, abstract, occasionally Bachian piece, rather than the First Quartet, arguably lays the 
foundations for Shostakovich’s chamber music as private utterance.

And while Stalin cast a long shadow, it should be remembered that only five of Shostakovich’s 15 quartets 
were written during the dictator’s life. The rest belong to the periods of Khrushchev’s ‘thaw’ (1953–64) and the 
subsequent ‘Brezhnev stagnation’ (1964–82). Many of the quartets are obviously personal and disturbing, and 
like much of Shostakovich’s late music are mediations on mortality, but the medium also acted as a small-scale 
laboratory in which the composer could experiment, away from public and official scrutiny, on his technique 
and emotional armoury. It seems he intended to write quartets in every available key. The 15 he did write display 
the composer’s genius for novel solutions, formal innovation and powerfully idiomatic writing. As the simplistic 
oppositions of the Cold War fade into history, the works continue to fascinate with their often-ambiguous emotive 
power and the astounding craftsmanship of their composer.

© Gordon Kerry 2017 
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Nigel and Dr Heather Rogers 
Jan and Alan Stewart 
Margaret Whitter 
Anonymous Donors

SOUTHERN LIGHTS DONORS 

David and Nan Anderson
The Bowles Family
The Dawes Family 
The Gerner Family
The Grist Family
Paula and John Phillips
Dot and Jon Price
Peter Watson MLA
Anonymous Donors

MEDICI DONORS 

Neil Archibald and Alan Dodge AM
Zelinda Bafile and Robert de la Motte
Amanda Bahen and Graeme Wright
John Barrington and Fiona Harris
Robert Bayliss and Simon Dufall
John and Linda Bond
Michael and Elizabeth Carrick
Mark Clapham and Dr Andrew Mulcahy
Marco D’Orsogna and Terry Scott
Megan Enders and Tony Dale
Meri and Andrew Fatin
Adrian and Michela Fini
Paul and Susanne Finn
Andrew and Mandy Friars
The Goodlad Family
Griffiths Architects
David and Julanne Griffiths
Terry Grose and Rosemary Sayer
Mack and Evelyn Hall
Sue and Peter Harley
Dr Sandy and David Heldsinger
Kathryn Hogan and Graham Droppert
Jon and Tracey Horton
Jim and Freda Irenic
Gillian and Stewart Johnson
Janet and Rob Kirkby
Greg Lewis and Sue Robertson
John and Elizabeth Mair
Richard Matias and Martin Kavanagh
The McClements Foundation

 
 
Sandra and Malachy McCloskey
Ian McCubbing
Ian and Jayne Middlemas
Rose and Tim Moore
Morris -Johnson Family
Craig Merrey and Michael Murphy
Dr Fred and Georgina Nagle
Dr Walter Ong & Graeme Marshall
Zahra Peggs and Anthony Maguire
Mark and Ingrid Puzey
Véronique Ramén
Joakim Ramén
Sam and Dee Rogers
Gary and Jacqueline Steinepreis
Tim and Chris Ungar
Jimmy and Karen Wilson
Michael Wise and Kathryn Teale
Brigid and Ronald Woss
Melvin Yeo
Anonymous Donors

LEGACY CIRCLE DONORS 

Anita Clayton
Nigel and Dr Heather Rogers
Anonymous Donors

Advance Press
Albany Chamber of Commerce 
& Industry Inc.
Albany Entertainment Centre 
Arthouse Dine
Bunn Wine
Burch Family Wines
Community Newspaper Group
Green Man Media Productions
H+H Architects
King Living
Kings Park and Botanic Garden

Lincolns BEYOND NUMB3RS
Oranje Tractor Wines
Paperbark Merchants
Poacher’s Ridge
RTRFM 92.1
Southern Ports Authority-Port 
of Albany
Tanqueray
The Backlot Perth 
The Rocks Albany
Trevelen Farm – Great Southern Wine
Western Australian Museum

MAJOR PARTNERS

PUBLIC FUNDING PARTNERS

SUPPORTING PARTNERS RECOMMENDED RESTAURANTS

Aqua Bar
Halford Bar
Lalla Rookh
Little Way
Long Chim Perth 
Lot Twenty

Must Winebar
Petition
Post
Sauma
Wildflower

THE ALEXANDRA 
AND LLOYD 

MARTIN FAMILY 
FOUNDATION

THE FESTIVAL THANKS

Major Festivals Initiative 


